A CHALLENGE FOR TOMORROW
At the Deepe Waters Project™ we have a
vision
to
help
countless
at
risk
adolescents find God.
Today’s youth are vulnerable, with few
quality role models to pattern themselves
after. Our mission and hope is to stem
the tide, one youth at a time.
You can help by helping your own
organization raise funds for their projects.
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ACTION PLAN
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Send Forth Ripples of Faith

STEP 1: DEFINE your need

STEP 2: DETERMINE funding amount

STEP 3: RECEIVE water & plan for fundraiser at no
charge from DWP

STEP 4: OFFER pure water to your supporters with
your message

STEP 5: IMPLEMENT your mission with gathered funds

STEP 6: PRAISE GOD and return half of the proceeds
to the Deepe Waters Project™

STEP 7: PLAN ANOTHER EVENT

www.DeepeWatersProject.org

We Asked God for Guidance

Raising Funds
What if you could raise the money you
needed to bring the kids from your church or
organization, or even from the neighborhood
around you, to Brookhaven Summer Camp.
What about supplying scholarships for those
families that cannot afford the cost, who get
left behind, never getting
the chance to experience
a
Christian
Summer
Camp. Wouldn’t it be a
blessing to have this paid
for by your fundraising
efforts and not spend out
of pocket money or church
funds in doing so? The
Deepe Waters Project™
does exactly that.
When
we
arrived
at
Brookhaven
Retreat
towards the end of 2015, we were in awe of
the overwhelming feeling that God had surely
been here long before. He has used and
transformed
this
amazing
property
throughout the decades for His good
pleasure, and we are humbled to be involved
in what He has planned next.

Once we were moved in and realized what an
amazingly peaceful place this was, we asked
God to show us the resources of this property
and how He would have us use those resources.
It took no time to get that answer, maybe 90
days, and we knew that the Water on this
property was not your usual drinking water.
The deep wells that supply the water to
Brookhaven Retreat is a high pH balanced
water that has
some
special
qualities to it.
We
began
to
focus
on
the
water and prayed
that God would
continue to guide
Brookhaven Summer Camp
us
into
the partners with ministries providing
understanding of affordable camps to groups that
rent our facilities
what to do with
this water.
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non-profit groups in order to further their
ministries. Once they have sold the water
they would then gift back to Brookhaven
half of their proceeds so that we could
bring at risk kids to Christian Summer
Camp, maintain operations of the camp,
and build a Bible Museum designed to
trace the Scriptures from Genesis forward.

For the Rest of our Story
and understanding the mission
God has led us to accomplish go
to www.DeepeWatersProject.org

The Birthing of an Idea
The Deepe Waters Project™ started to take form
and we began to talk about the possibilities.
Again, we looked at our resources of facilities,
activities, and the like asking God to guide our
thoughts to lead us into the understanding of
how to use all that had been placed into our
care for the purpose of the Kingdom of God.
So what has been given to us to accomplish is
to bottle this amazing water, label it for those
needing to raise funds, and give it to Christian
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